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Introduction
Skin cancer management is associated with some basic steps, 

and it seems the most important item is safe margin during surgery 
to get rid of tumor and reserve proper prognosis. Safe margins 
are defined for every tumor according to previous evaluations. 
Each cancer surgeon is aware of having safe margin in depth and 
radial aspects and should obey to overcome cancer recurrences. 
Skin cancers especially BCC and SCC are common in worldwide 
and surgeon encounter them in different patients- low risk or high 
risk patients. According to accepted protocols safe margin should 
be respected in surgeries which may be up to 4-6 mm in BCCs 
and 10 mm in SCCs [1]. Facial area is important aesthetically and 
functionally in such operations, as radical resection may distort  

 
the appearance or injure facial nerve branches. Lateral peri-orbital 
area is commonly involved by skin cancers and contain temporal 
branch of facial nerve. As demonstrated by Farahvash et al. (2013) 
described the anatomy of facial branches in Persian cavers and 
defined local points, the temporal branch has its traditional rout in 
zygomatic and forehead region [2]. Thus, temporal branch sacrifice 
is inevitable in wide local resections. As a result, inability to elevate 
frontalis muscle and eyebrow causes asymmetric eyebrow position 
and depressed eyebrow. On the other hand, resulted skin defect 
requires skin graft or large flaps to cover, which may interfere with 
nerve graft. We tried to share our experiences in intraoperative 
approach to manage upcoming depressed eyebrow, which have 
done in referral facility of skin cancers.   

Abstract
Background: BCC and SCC are common facial skin cancers may need motor nerves` sacrifice to have safe margin. This surgery 
results in non-functional frontalis muscle and brow ptosis. There are several solutions to save facial symmetry. Here, we present our 
experiences in prophylactic brow fixation.
Patients and methods: 11 patients who had BCC or SCC in lateral brow region and expected to lose their temporal nerve during 
cancer surgery, entered a descriptive study.  During procedure after tumor resection with safe margin including temporal nerve, 
brow fixation was done by permanent sutures to orbital rim and reconstruction of skin defect was done. Demographic and intra-
operative evaluations were recorded and analyzed.
Results: 3 women and 8 men underwent surgery. 4 SCC and 7 BCC were resected. BCCs were mostly infiltrative. The mean size of 
skin defect after tumor resection was 6.74 cm2 . Reconstruction of skin defects were as 3 local flaps, 4 FTSG, and 4 STSG.
Discussion: Facial skin cancer surgery demands respect to safe margin which may result in sacrifice vital motor nerves of face and 
distortion and asymmetry. Despite operative and medical solutions to conquer this events, nerve reconstructive surgery outcomes 
are not optimal, and it seems intraoperative brow fixation to orbital rim can be acceptable alternative in these patients.
Conclusion: Prophylactic brow fixation after temporal branch sacrifice in cancer surgery may save facial symmetry and prevents 
future brow ptosis.
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Patients and Methods 
All patients with skin cancer of peri- orbital and zygomatic area 

who referred for oncoplastic surgery and had wide local tumor 
excision and temporal nerve branch sacrifice, included in the study 
(Figure 1). Patients had signed informed consent and had received 
enough information about plans and ultimate outcome. After tumor 

resection and confirming safe margin by frozen tissue diagnosis, 
unilateral browpexy to orbital rim was done by non- absorbable 
3-0 sutures (Figure 2). This procedure followed by reconstructive 
operations to cover skin defect as skin defect- partial thickness or 
full thickness- or local flaps (Figure 3). All the demographic and 
operative data gathered and recorded.

Figure 1: 68 years old man with right infiltrative BSS in lateral orbital region.

Figure 2: Brow fixation with non- absorbable suture in a patient with SCC of left brow.
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Figure 3: Three patients with browpexy and reconstruction by local flaps, full thickness, and partial thickness skin graft 
respectively.

Results
11 patients entered the study completed the questionnaire. 3 

patients were women (27%), and mean age was 67.7 years old. Of 
11 patients, 4 cases (36.6%) were SCC, and the others were BCC. It is 
of important that BCCs were infiltrative type mostly- as reported in 
ultimate tissue diagnosis. 4 tumors (36.6%) were on right side and 

mostly were on left side. Considering safe margins, large skin defects 
were resulted which illustrated in Table 1. The mean size of resulted 
skin defect after cancer surgery was6.74 cm2. Reconstruction of 
skin defects planned according to general condition of patients and 
sizer of defect. 3 patients (27%) underwent local flap surgery. 4 
patients (36.6%) FTSG and 4 patients (36.6%) STSG received. 

Table 1: Demographic and intraoperative findings of patients.

Age Gender m/f Cancer Location Defect Size (cm2) Reconstruction

74 years M SCC Left brow tail 8 Local Flop

68 years M BCC right brow tail 4.5 FTSG

80 years F BCC right brow tail 8.8 STSG

75years M SCC Left lateral orbit 3.5 Local Flop

58 years M BCC Left brow tail 4.8 Local Flop

63 years M BCC Left brow tail 5.5 FTSG

67years M SCC Left brow tail 4 FTSG

53 years M SCC right lateral orbit 7.5 STFG

64 years F BCC Left brow tail 9 STFG

65 years F BCC right brow tail 12 STFG

78 years M SCC Left brow tail 6.6 FTSG

Mu m µ Omega Ω ω

SCC: Squamous Cell Cancer; BCC: Basal Cell Cancer; FTSG: Full Thickness Skin Graft; STSG: Split Thickness Skin Graft
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Discussion
Transection of the temporal branch of the facial nerve following 

cancer surgery may be inevitable to enhance long term prognosis 
which results in paralysis of the frontalis muscle with ptosis of the 
eyebrow with upper visual field defects [3].  Although, autologous 
nerve transplantation has been the gold standard in the treatment 
of facial nerve injury, and substitute conduits can reserve some 
functional capacity of grafted nerve [4], but previous evaluations 
demonstrated suboptimal results, especially in distal parts of nerve, 
there is lower chance of successful recovery of nerve and muscle 
function. Our cases were tumors in lateral brow area, in which the 
nerve is in its thinnest situation and coaptation of graft is not as 
successful as its proximal size. Moreover, most of reconstruction 
surgeries were skin grafts. It is clear that recovery of nerve graft is 
not good under skin graft, and surgeons may look for other options 
to overcome subsequent brow ptosis. Dolen et al (2017) on an 
experimental study on 28 rabbits we have developed a hypothesis 
of a chemical agent which prevents excessive calcium transition 
into the cell, with an assumption of having a role in diminishing 
mechanically induced nerve injury, therefore improving tissue 
recovery  demonstrated the accelerating effect of nimodipine 
on neural tissue healing, but despite its attractiveness, it seems 
ineffective under fibrotic tissues of grafted skin and should be 
evaluated in clinical trials with more details [5].

Direct brow lifting, which generally targets brow sagging, is 
reserved for especial circumstances such as male pattern baldness 
or unusual hairline.  It is simply approached by surgeons with 
acceptable learning curve. Though, ultimate scar is challenging, 
and patients should be informed. Nowadays, periorbital aesthetic 
procedures are frequently associated with brow level improvement 
or correction [6-8]. Brian et al (2011) presented their innovation 
in brow ptosis correction via upper blepharoplasty incision in 
selected patients and concluded it as a simple and easily available 
technique. In this way, they fixed the subcutaneous tissues of brow 
to marked point of orbital rim by Enditine [9]. In our patients there 
is not necessary to extra incision in upper lid, as the field was ready 
after tumor resection and fixation was done. However, Endo tine 
was not easily available and not safe under skin graft. Skin cancer 
surgery has its basic rules and sufficient safe margin in surgery is 
the key point. This can result in sacrifice vital anatomical elements 

such as motor nerves. Ultimate sequel is permanent brow ptosis 
and forehead asymmetry. Here, we shared our experiences in 
prophylactic brow fixation to orbital rim after tumor resection and 
before skin defect reconstruction, which had acceptable asymmetry 
even months later.

Conclusion
Prophylactic brow fixation after temporal branch sacrifice in 

cancer surgery may save facial symmetry and prevents future brow 
ptosis.
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